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Our aim for this session is to facilitate the 
sharing of our collective experience, 

learnings and insights on: 
   The positive personal and professional development 

outcomes for youth volunteers 

 

  How IVCOs can provide opportunities and pathways for 
returned youth volunteers that enable them to create on-
going impact in community and international development 
efforts 

 

 The catalytic link between international volunteering, 
innovation and social enterprise 

 

 



Session outline: 
 

• A practitioners perspective based on Scope Global’s 
experience in managing over 6,000 Australian international 
development volunteers since 2001, though a  number of 
programs including: 
- The Australian Government’s international volunteering for 

development program, known since 2010 as Australian Volunteers for 
International Development (AVID) 

- University partnerships (outbound student mobility) 
- Corporate partnerships (international corporate volunteering) 

 
•  Key research findings and case studies 

 
•  Small-group activity and discussion to draw upon the 

experience and diversity in this room 
 



What are the positive personal and 
professional development outcomes for 

youth volunteers? 
 • The Australian Youth Ambassadors for Development (AYAD) 

Program deployed over 4,300 young Australians to 23 
countries in Asia, Pacific and Sub-Saharan Africa regions, 
between 1998 and 2014.  

 

• 2014 research project undertaken by Scope Global (Dr 
Catherine Mobbs, Senior M&E advisor), included literature 
review and analysis of returned volunteer survey data 



• international awareness (understanding issues in a global context; 
enhanced understanding of aid and development) 

• intercultural relations (enhanced understanding, interest in, and 
appreciation of other cultures)  

• impact on personal values and living (personal growth, community 
or civic engagement, confidence, broadened perspective, 
understanding of own strengths and weaknesses)   

• impact on knowledge and skills (enhanced professional knowledge, 
technical, organisational, communication skills etc) 

• impact on career intentions (broadened horizons and career 
intentions, often toward careers on international or development 
issues), and 

• international social capital (volunteers’ personal and organisational 
contacts and networks with people who live in other countries). 

Research findings on the effects of international 
volunteer service on the volunteer (especially for 

younger and early career volunteers): 
 
 



Ok so we know the 
benefits for youth 

volunteers…but how 
does this generate on-

going impact on 
international and 

community 
development efforts? 



How do returned youth volunteers 
generate on-going impact? 

1. Continuing to work or volunteer in with international or 
community development organisations 

Chart 10. Returned AYADs working in the aid and development field at the time of the survey 

 

Base n: 2014= 382; 2009= 228; 2007= 457; 2005= 202. 2014 total >100 due to rounding 



How do returned youth volunteers 
generate on-going impact? 

Case Study:   

Anthony Alexopolous 

Following a 12 month volunteer 
assignment in 2012 as a Small 
Scale Mining Safety Officer with 
Indigenous peoples in the 
Northern Philippines, Anthony 
returned to Australia and 
commenced work with the 
Central Land Council in Alice 
Springs working with Indigenous 
people as a Mining Officer.  



How do returned youth volunteers 
generate on-going impact? 

2. Undertaking actions which create “public diplomacy” benefits 
at home in Australia – this includes involvement in alumni and 

community engagement and awareness raising activities on 
international development, aid programs, and volunteering 

• 97% of returned youth volunteers have promoted Australia’s 
overseas volunteer program to other people 

• 81% have been involved in aid and development events 

• 25% have spoken at public events or to media 



How do returned youth volunteers 
generate on-going impact? 

3. Facilitating networks and linkages 

Chart 16. Type of contact returned AYADs maintained with host organisation or community 

 



How do returned youth volunteers 
generate on-going impact? 

4. Supporting IVCO’s volunteer program implementation 

Returned youth volunteers are engaged in delivery of program 
events and activities incl. public information sessions, career 

fairs, volunteer pre-departure briefings and debriefs 

Case Study: Stephen Meyer  

Following a 12 month volunteer 
assignment as a Youth Outreach 
Project Officer with Save the 
Children in the Solomon Islands 
Stephen decided to stay engaged 
with the volunteer program as a 
facilitator for Pre-Departure 
Briefing and Debrief events 



What can IVCOs do to facilitate on-going 
impact of returned youth volunteers in 

these ways? 
• Provide opportunities for active alumni engagement – 

through activities, events, social media 
• Establish state-based alumni coordinators 
• Assist with on-going learning and professional and career 

development, including through offering Development 
Internships 

• Using their feedback to enhance program delivery and impact 
 

WHAT ELSE?? 
Small-group activity: in pairs, discuss: what do you do (as an 
IVCO) to facilitate on-going impact of volunteers? 

 
 

 



An emerging area: alumni impact through 
innovation and social entrepreneurship 

Our experience:  more 
and more on-assignment 
and returned youth 
volunteers are 
establishing social 
enterprises to contribute 
to development efforts. 
 
 
 
 

What is social entrepreneurship?  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWAxdYN0dlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWAxdYN0dlc


Case Study:  Botol for Botol 

 

 
 
 

Our Vision 
Through partnerships, education and cross-cultural dialogue, our vision is to 
empower students across the world to move beyond single-use plastics 
towards an environmentally sustainable future. 
 
Our Mission 
We aim to achieve our vision through a simple water bottle exchange 
program, which generates partnerships between Australian and Indonesian 
schools to combat single-use plastics consumption.  
 
Through cross-cultural discussion and student-led initiatives, it is our hope 
that students will emerge from the program with the tools and conviction to 
advocate for environmental sustainability and further develop their Australia-
Asia literacy. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrhnyLLRRwY


So we asked 
ourselves: what 
can we do as an 
IVCO to facilitate 

this 
entrepreneurial 
spirit and effort?  

 

 

 

 



Ran an Innovation Generation competition 
 

• Aim to capture and share stories of innovation and impact 

• Entries needed to demonstrate innovative impact and change related to 
the volunteer’s assignment in partnership with their host 0rganisation, or 
inspired by their time as a volunteer in-country. 

 Category Example 

  
Tools/aids Repurposed objects/equipment made into allied health aids; Coke bottles used to solar power 

homes. 

  

System/process New systems or processes in place that represent a new way of doing things, achieving goals 

more effectively through the HO. 

  

Service Any new services provided through the HO or other partner, or developed externally, where 

development or implementation reflect innovative practices or processes.  

  

Use of new technology Mobile phone apps used by farmers to record crop data, or other new technology applied 

effectively creating new impact.  

  

Use of internet and 

social media 

An innovative new media activity, for example innovative games with a learning/behaviour 

change outcome.  



Competition Winner:  
Paul Bourne, a returned 
volunteer from the 
Philippines, with his 
Modular Octagonal Bahay 
Kubo for Shelter Relief 
design for survivors of 
natural disasters.  This was 
developed to provide 
relief housing after 
considering the needs of 
the many people left 
homeless after Typhoon 
Yolanda/  The name 
‘Bahay Kubo’ means native 
hut, typically with a nipa 
palm roof – the term was 
applied to the design 
because of its extensive 
use of local materials  

 

 

 

Figure 2 The latest design version in typhoon-ready  

mode. The nipa perimeter roof is folded down, shutters  

are closed &  the bamboo support poles are stashed  

 

 

Figure 1: Mock-up of the Modular  
Octagonal Bahay Kubo for Shelter Relief Host Organisation:  

The Centre for Environmental Concerns, Phils 
Partner Organisation: 
Civil Engineering Dept, Northern Iloilo Polytechnic 
State College, Quezon City 

 

Engineering students erecting the first wall frames to the base. 



Facilitated an Alumni Innovation Lab  

One day workshop in July 2015 with 16 returned volunteers. Purpose: 

 
 Hear from other alumni who used their volunteer assignments as a 

catalyst for developing their own enterprises  
 Discuss the climate for innovation internationally  
 Engage in short activities to challenge your goal setting and get you 

moving  
 Learn about ‘Incubating’ and ‘accelerating’ from idea to concept to plan to 

implementation  
 Share considerations in developing a social enterprise, business or a 

career pathway  
 Dream up wild and wonderful ways of Scope engaging with you, to drive 

innovation generation in the international development space!  
 Test interest in the innovation, business & social enterprise development 

space  
 



Participants indicated the following aspirations and goals in innovation and business & 
social enterprise development:  
 
‘I have been interested in developing a social enterprise and would like to learn more 
about this and the challenges of starting one’  

 ‘I believe that apps/technology can play a huge role in creating  positive 
change’  

‘…the collaboration between technological and innovative infrastructure and how that 
is supporting Australia's goals in International Aid work’  

 ‘…it will also be great to meet other likeminded individuals and share 
 conversations about how to move forward and be part of the change 
 for the better’  

‘I have an innovative idea’  

 ‘…eager to discover new ideas, technologies and ways of working…’  

‘I would like to create an online group that links asylum seekers with employers who 
are prepared to give them work experience’  

Facilitated a Pilot Alumni Innovation Lab  



Facilitated a Pilot Alumni Innovation Lab  

Participants expressed that they 
wanted to impact:  
 
• food security and logistics  
• safer and more efficient 

working practices  
• sustainable land use and 

natural resource use 
innovations  

• how my interest and skills in 
game development can be 
applied in a meaningful way 
to help people  
 



What next: ideas to consider when 
planning for further engagement with 

alumni in innovation 
  

Suggestions arising from the Pilot Alumni Innovation Lab: 

 

 Link people to useful resources in the innovation/entrepreneurship 
space; enable this by setting up partnerships with key resources  

 

 At future workshops, hear from failed entrepreneurs  

 

 At future workshops, include pitching practice  

 

 Have a Facebook page for Alumni who are active/interested in this 
space  

 



Thank you…any questions? 


